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Abstract
This project is concerned with research into mobile communications. The main
idea behind it was minimizing time of information retrieval in client-server network
applications with a client running on a palmtop computer with a GSM interface. The
other aspects taken into account were user’s costs and comfort.
The project included research on advantages and disadvantages of existing
mobile data transfer and application protocols, design of mobile device configuration,
development of all necessary software and conducting performance tests to evaluate
used solutions.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Brief history of mobile communication
The first mobile communication system was developed in 1928. It worked as a
mean of communication for police vehicles used by Detroit Police. However origins of
the public wireless communication could be dated back to 1940 when Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) allocated 40 MHz of spectrum range between 30
and 500 MHz available for mobile services dedicated to individuals, companies and
public agencies. The first such a system was developed by Bell in late 40s. These first
systems were very primitive. They usually based on the manual patching of a radio
channel to a phone line and were half duplex, what made them difficult to use. The first
automatic service was developed in 1964. Free radio channels were automatically
assigned, connections were full duplex and users could make their own dialling.
Foundations for the cellular telephony were laid in 1974 when FCC approved its main
concepts. In 1979 initial field trials of first analogue cellular networks (Advanced
Mobile Phone Service and American Radio Telephone Service) were made in USA [1].
In 1982 World Administrative Radio Conference established a research group that was
supposed to define an international standard. The group was called Group Speciale
Mobile. On the 1 July 1991 the standard of digital cellular telephony was finished. Its
name is Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) [2]. Most distinctive features
of this standard include [3]:
1. Being non-proprietary
2. International roaming capability
3. Time division multiple access technology
4. Voice encoded by special encoder tailored for characteristics of human voice
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1.2 The mobile applications
While the GSM standard was based on the digital transmission it was relatively
easy to make it suitable of transmitting user’s digital data. It allowed writing clientserver applications in which a client was being run on a laptop or palmtop computer
augmented with the GSM interface. The other platform for client side of the application
was a smart phone which was a GSM phone with some features of a palmtop computer
like for example a bigger display screen, some basic hard coded applications and even
operating system for running user’s programs.
Such applications allowed a potential user to access dynamic information
without a need of using a cable network connection or a fixed phone line. They allowed
also gathering information from the remote user. In our times people have less and less
time and price of information is becoming higher and higher. That is why mobile
applications are going to become soon essential for our everyday work and leisure. For
example there can be an application allowing a user having a palmtop computer with a
GSM interface PCMCIA card to access up to date information about road traffic. This
can let him save plenty of time by avoiding traffic jams and money by using the most
cost efficient means of the public transport. The main problems in such applications are
costs of the data transfer and the user’s comfort.
The costs are affected not only by the prices but also the way user is charged for
the service:
•

For every time unit of using the service

•

For the amount of transmitted data

•

Fixed fee paid monthly
The costs are a very important aspect of applications described above. They

often affect usefulness of the project. In extreme situation it may be the case that price
of accessed data is lower than the cost of using the service so the application becomes
2

totally useless. Usually there are no strict connections between user’s and provider’s
costs of a specific service so the discussion about costs makes only sense when a
provider of a client-server application does not work in a close cooperation with a
network operator. When such cooperation exists or the network operator is the
application provider, the operator’s pricing policy can be adjusted to make costs of
using the described application sensible.
The main factors that affect user’s comfort are as follows:
•

Transfer speed

•

Necessity and time of establishing the data connection

•

Area and time of service’s availability

•

Difficulty of configuring the software/hardware

•

Frequency of necessary hardware/software reconfigurations

•

Quality of user’s interface

•

Existence of peak hours/days of week

It must be taken into account that mobile applications are usually not dedicated
only to computer/telecommunication professionals or enthusiasts and even a person
with little technical knowledge should be able to operate it. It should be also possible to
use the designed application with different GSM networks, which provide slightly
different sets of services.
The aim of the project is to design the optimal mobile device configuration
being able to run a client-server application described above with the respect to user’s
costs and comfort. It is going to cover following areas:
•

Selection of data transfer protocols

•

Selection of a hardware/software platform

•

Selection of a programming language

•

Software development
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•

Device set-up

•

Validation of the developed configuration

The developed system should have structure presented on Figure 1.
Mobile gateway

TCP/IP
+
Ethernet

Information server

Mobile data protocol

Mobile interface

Downloading/Updating
Application

Local
data

User
interface

Palmtop computer
User
Figure 1

General structure of the developed system
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2 Research of limitations
2.1 Overview of wireless data protocols
2.1.1 Short Message Service (SMS)
Being a digital system GSM allows easy implementing of the textual
information exchange. It is called Short Message System and was covered by GSM
Phase 1 Standard. All GSM mobile manufacturers and network operators support it. It
allows exchange of short textual messages between any GSM phones.
The maximal length of such a message is 140 characters for Latin alphabets and
70 for non-Latin ones like Chinese or Arabic. We can safely assume that one message is
able to carry 140 bytes. After sending a message it is stored by network until it will be
possible to deliver it to an addressee. It is possible to obtain an acknowledge of
message’s successful delivery. It can be achieved by using a phone’s dedicated
hardware facility or manually adding a special prefix to the sent message. SMS can be
used as a connectionless mean of exchanging digital data for devices supplied with
GSM interface [4].
Different operators even within the same country offer different prices for
sending a single SMS. However these prices does not usually depend on the day of the
week or the time of the day. For example in United Kingdom BT Cellnet takes 10 or 12
p for a single SMS [5], while in Orange [6] they are free of charge.

2.1.2 High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD)
GSM networks allow session-oriented data connections called Circuit-Switched
Data (CSD) that could work similarly to an analogue modem connection and is used
nowadays for example in mobile Internet solutions. Normally the maximum speed is
9.6 kbps but some networks were upgraded to support the speed of 14.4 kbps. However
5

the new technology called High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD) allows
allocating eight time-slots for single user instead of one. It gives the maximum speed of
57.6 kbps and is offered in United Kingdom by Orange [6,7]. While on the operator’s
side the upgrade to HSCSD requires only the upgrade of software, on user’s side a
dedicated mobile phone is necessary.
However the main drawback of CSD and HSCSD is that establishing of the
connection usually takes about 10s. These services are also charged per second by most
of providers.
There is a HSCD interface offered as PCMCIA card, supporting extended
wireless AT command set. It is available on the market as Nokia Card Phone 2.0. It also
supports SMS and USSD services [8].

2.1.3 Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD)
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) is a text messaging system
similar to the SMS. Contrary to the SMS it is session-oriented and cannot be used to
exchange data between regular mobile users. It can be only used to exchange data
between mobile a user and an application provided by a network operator. In USSD
Stage 1 only a mobile user can initiate a transaction while in USSD Stage 2 a transaction
can be also initiated by application and the bi-directional data exchange is available.
Single USSD message can contain up to 182 characters. Bi-directional data
exchange can be even 7 times faster from the same exchange done via SMS. Every
existing GSM mobile phone is capable of sending USSD messages, they can be simply
typed like phone numbers. During roaming all USSD commands are routed to home
mobile network so they work as if the user was logged directly into it. USSD is used in
SIM Toolkit (an extension of the SIM card allowing dynamical update of stored data by
the operator) [9].
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2.1.4 General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
General Packet Radio Service is similar to HSCD in making use of eight timeslots for every single user, its maximum speed is 171.2 kbps. However its main
advantage over HSCD is that it does not require any connection establishing. Its users
can be described as ‘always connected’ and they can send or receive data instantly.
However the main drawback of this technology is that in contrary to HSCD it requires
both hardware and software upgrades on the operator’s side. A user also needs a GPRS
capable mobile device [10]. BT Cellnet has recently introduced this service in UK.
However apart from monthly fee users are charged for every transmitted amount of
data. Motorola Timeport 260 is one of the models of mobile phones that incorporate
GPRS [5].
There is GPRS PCMCIA modem available on the market. It is produced by
Xircom as Credit Card GPRS Wireless Modem [11].

2.1.5 Cell Broadcast
Cell Broadcast was defined in the GSM Phase 2 standard. It is quite similar to
SMS. Single message can be 1 – 15 pages long. Each page can contain up to 93
alphanumeric characters or 82 bytes. Up to 15 messages can be concatenated. The
network operator sends messages to the specified Base Station Controllers (BSCs).
Then the message is transmitted to all network users within the range of the given BCS
which set-up their phones to receive Cell Broadcasts [12].

2.1.6 Bluetooth
Bluetooth is the standard of radio communication at the maximal range of 10 m.
It uses unlicensed spectrum range at 2.45 GHz. The maximal speed ranges from 720
kbps to 1 Mbps. All devices have assigned unique 12 bytes hardware addresses. A
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device spontaneously starts Bluetooth transmition whenever it enters the range of any
other Bluetooth device [13].
There is a range of Bluetooth computer peripherals available on the market. For
example Brain Boxes Ltd. produces PCMCIA, USB and RS-232 Bluetooth adapters
[14]. The problem is that such devices require the completely new software framework
[15].

2.1.7 Digital Enhanced Cordless Communication (DECT)
DECT is a modern standard for cordless telephony with the most basic
configuration consisting of a fixed base and a remote handset. By using Time Division
Multiple Access it can handle up to100 000 users per km2 in standard bands of 18801900, 1900-1920 or 1910-1930 MHz. DECT offers high quality of speech thanks to
Dynamic Channel Selection/Allocation (DCS/DCA) – choosing the best available radio
channel. It also offers the good security by using encryption of transferred data. DECT
is also suitable for transmitting data with maximum speed of 552 kbps. The maximal
range is now 5 km but can be extended with additional Wireless Relay Stations (WRI).
The Generic Access Protocol (GAP) allows combining hardware from different
manufacturers [16].
The main problem with DECT standard is that there are not many computer
DECT interfaces available on the market. Such products are currently offered only by
HMV and Siemens [17]

2.1.8 Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)
It is the standard developed to allow Internet access from mobile phones. It takes
into account restricted resources of mobile phones. It is suitable for different types of
mobiles ranging from these with only 1-line display to smart phones. To make use of
this protocol a mobile must have an implementation of a micro-browser being able to
8

understand specially designed Wireless Mark-up Language (WML). Instead of a mobile
a palmtop computer with GSM interface and software implementation of a microbrowser can be used. The WAP protocol is client-server oriented. The micro-browser is
exchanging data with an Internet server through a WAP Gateway. Information shared by
the server should be in WML or HTML. In the latter case a WAP Gateway dynamically
converts it to WML [18]. There is also possibility that instead of a WAP Gateway – web
server part there is only a single WAP Server possibly not connected to the Internet at
all.
GSM protocol
Mobile WAP
Phone

Base Station

TCP/IP

WAP
Server/Gateway

Internet

GSM network
operator’s
infrastructure
Figure 2

General WAP structure

WAP has layered structure similar to ISO/OSI specification [15, 18, 19]. It is
presented on Figure 3
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Figure 3

WAP Protocol Stack

2.1.8.1 Wireless Application Environment (WAE)
Defines user interface. Consists of specifications of Wireless Mark-up Language
(version of HTML tailored for limited resources of mobile phones), WMLScript
(browser-level scripting language similar to JavaScript) and Wireless Telephony
Application.

2.1.8.2 Wireless Session Protocol (WSP)
Links WAE to connection oriented WTP and connection-less WDP.

2.1.8.3 Wireless Transaction Protocol (WTP)
The transaction oriented protocol running on the top of a datagram protocol like
for example User Datagram Protocol (UDP) that is a part of the TCP/IP specification.

2.1.8.4 Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS)
Incorporates security features like integrity checks, authentication, privacy of
connection between a WAP Gateway and a client.
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2.1.8.5 Wireless Datagram Protocol (WDP)
Defines a Bearer independent data format.

2.1.8.6 Bearers
Bearer is a mean of the data transmition available for mobile devices, used to
send and receive WAP datagrams. WAP was designed to use existing data transfer
methods:

2.1.8.6.1 SMS
Because of the weight of WAP protocol and limited size of an SMS message
even the shortest transaction would mean sending a number of messages. Thus there is
only one network operator in USA using SMS as a WAP Bearer.
However for example in Orange sending SMS is free [6], so in that case use of
SMS Bearer would be sensible for a WAP provider not being GSM network operator.
On the other hand it would limit potential customers because for example in BT Cellnet
single SMS costs 10-12 p [5].

2.1.8.6.2 CSD/HSCSD
At the beginning it was the main bearer for WAP. However its main drawback is
being connection oriented what makes its user pay for time of using it, what is usually
very inconvenient for a user. Another problem is a long (c.a. 10 s) time of establishing
the connection.
In UK CSD is used as WAP bearer for example by Vodafone. However
Vodafone has recently started to turn into GPRS [20].

2.1.8.6.3 USSD
USSD is faster than SMS and the maximal size of a message is bigger. However
it allows only communications between a user’s GSM interface and network operator’s
11

equipment. Thus this service can only be offered by a network operator or in the
commitment with him.

2.1.8.6.4 GPRS
It is the most recently developed bearer. It is faster than SMS and USSD.
Contrary to CSD no connection establishing is necessary. Users are charged monthly
and for the amount of data transmitted so it is much more convenient for them than
CSD.
Because of being very recent there are not many both network operators and
handsets offering it. In UK BT Cellnet offers WAP through GPRS [5].

2.1.8.6.5 Bluetooth
Not being a part of the GSM mobile services Bluetooth offers the complete
freedom from GSM pricing. However because of its limited range it offers totally
different working environment and is suitable for different types of applications than all
formerly described WAP bearers. The main difference is that the client must be in
physical range of WAP Server/Gateway [15].
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Internet

TCP/IP

Bluetooth
WAP Server/Gateway

Client
Figure 4

Structure of WAP with Bluetooth bearer

2.1.9 I-Mode
From the functional point of view it is similar to WAP with GPRS as a bearer.
However it uses Compact HTML instead of WML and its maximal speed is only 9600
kbps. This protocol is proprietary and used only by NTT DoCoMo network operator. It
is very popular in Japan but only in Japan [21].

2.2 Limitations of existing mobile client-server applications
2.2.1 WAP/I-Mode Applications
Most of GSM client-server mobile applications nowadays are using WAP with
CSD or GPRS bearer. There are two main problems with using CSD as a bearer. The
first is that it takes about 10s to establish data connection what makes it inapt for quick
13

retrieval of information. The second is that users are charged per time of connection
what is inconvenient in case of interactive application, imposing on its users stressful
time constraints. CSD itself is also too slow for purposes of downloading bigger
amounts of data. Some network providers introduced HSCSD but it only solves the
problem of speed not dealing with long connection establishing and inconvenient
billing.
There were tries to use SMS bearer for the purposes of WAP. However the huge
number of SMS messages that had to be sent in order to receive even small amount of
data made this solution expensive and slow. That is why it is now only used in some
networks in USA.
Nowadays most of GSM network providers introduce GPRS for the purposes of
WAP. Its users are constantly connected so they do not waste time on connection
establishing. However the main drawback of this protocol is that users are charged for
the amount of data they transmit. In that case transmitting data connected with
multimedia like sounds or pictures can be very expensive. The I-Mode standard has a
similar limitation.
Bluetooth can be also used as a WAP bearer. However because of its very
limited coverage WAP applications based on Bluetooth can be used only for very
specific tasks.
Generally the main problem with WAP is that it always uses a single bearer.
Currently there is no single bearer that could cover all requirements. Different bearers
could cover different tasks.
Another problem is that WAP and its bearers do not offer proper compression to
limit the amount of transferred data. The only available inefficient compression is
incorporated in the WML byte code converting [18]. Most of transferred data is usually
textual so a proper compression would seriously minimize its size. It would be very
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convenient in case of bearers like GPRS which users are charged for the number of
transferred bytes.

2.2.2 Pure SMS applications
There are information services based on SMS messages provided by most of
GSM network operators like for example BT Cellnet [5]. There are even SMS based
applications for bank account management provided by some banks. However they are
absolutely not user-friendly forcing its users to remember a considerable number of key
words so they will not be considered any further.

2.2.3 Mobile Medical Diagnosis System
During the research the author came across a description of a mobile medical
diagnosis knowledge-base system with the structure shown on Figure 5 .

Figure 5

Structure of Mobile Medical Diagnosis System

The described system has its own message and packet layers treating the mobile
connection as a pure serial link. These layers were implemented in trivial way offering
15

some error checking but no compression. The only supported mobile bearers were CSD,
SMS and something called by the report’s author GSM ISDN that in fact has never
existed. Unfortunately CSD and SMS bearers could be only used exclusively [22].

2.3 Summary of limitations
2.3.1 Limitations of bearers
The Table 1 includes main features of mobile bearers available at the moment:
Name of
bearer
SMS
USSD
CSD
HSCSD

Max.
Speed
Undefined
Undefined
9.6 kbps
57.6 kbps

GPRS

171.2
kbps
9.6 kbps

I-Mode’s
bearer
Bluetooth
DECT
Table 1

1 Mbps
552 kbps

Availability

Main limitations

All GSM networks
All GSM networks
All GSM networks
Selected GSM
networks
Selected GSM
networks
DoCoMo GSM
network (Japan)
About 10 m from a
transceiver
About 5 km from a
transceiver

Price, unpredictable speed
No user to user data transfers
Low speed, charging per usage time
Limited availability, charging per
usage time
Limited availability, billing
discouraging from big data transfers
Low speed, low availability
Short range of transceiver
Small availability of computer
dedicated communication hardware

Comparison of mobile bearers

2.3.2 Limitations of current mobile client-server solutions
All described above client-server solutions had following limitations:
• Using only one bearer for all tasks
• No compression or a very trivial compression
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3 New ideas
3.1 Choice of the data protocols
The take advantages of two different bearers and limit the amount of
downloaded data it is good to have it divided into static and dynamic part. In that case
the static part, which will be hopefully bigger and include most of the graphic data will
be downloaded much less frequently.
The static part can be downloaded with protocols like CSD, GPRS. Even nonGSM wireless protocols like Bluetooth or DECT can be used. It will help avoiding fees
enforced by GSM network operators. Of course these non-GSM protocols will be
available only on specific areas but it is not going to be particularly inconvenient for a
potential user because such data does not have to be downloaded frequently.
The best protocol to download dynamic part of data is GPRS because it does not
require connection establishing and as being GSM protocol has a wide aerial coverage.
In case of unavailability of GPRS SMS protocol can be used. However in some GSM
networks like BT Cellnet [5] or Vodafone [20] SMS messages are particularly
expensive.
Using protocols like SMS, CSD, HSCSD and GPRS has a serious advantage.
They are available as PCMCIA interfaces using the extended wireless AT command set
which is similar to AT command set used for classical modems. It makes these devices
compatible with most of the existing communication software. For the contrast
Bluetooth peripherals require special drivers that are currently available only for few
operating systems [15].
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3.2 Software/hardware platform
For the software/hardware platform a Psion palmtop with the EPOC operating
system has been chosen. EPOC is available for different models of the Psion and also
some other palmtop hardware platforms so there is no problem with porting developed
software to other devices. There is also freely available software emulator of an EPOC
device available for Ms Windows. However this emulator is compatible with a real
device only on the source level, it means that all non-Java applications must be
recompiled to run on it.
Java was chosen as the programming language. There is a Java Virtual Machine
together with the implementation of most essential classes freely available for EPOC
[23]. This choice has allowed a comfortable use of the ready-made software freely
available through the Internet and the better portability of the software written during
the project development [24]. However the main drawbacks of using Java is that
programs written in it (that compile to byte-code) are few times slower and requires
more resources than these written in languages compiling to target machine’s native
binaries.

3.3 Initial idea
The initial idea was to have a ready-made web server written in Java running on
the EPOC and a server side application. The application would be responsible for
downloading dynamic data, merging it with static data and making all of them
accessible for the web server in the HTML of WML format. A user would access the
data by connecting to this locally running web server with the WML or HTML browser.
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The structure of this system is presented on Figure 6 .
Mobile gateway

TCP/IP
+
Ethernet

Information server

Mobile data protocol

Mobile interface

Updating
Application

Local HTML/WML
data
HTTP
Server

HTML/
WML
Browser

EPOC powered
palmtop
Figure 6

User

Initial detailed system structure

3.4 Problems
It was fairly easy to run the Tomcat web server [25] on the EPOC platform. The
problem was that the original HTML/WML browser shipped with the EPOC emulator
was unable to connect to the locally running HTTP server. It could only communicate
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with a remote server using a serial port for Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) or read
HTML/WML files stored on an emulator’s virtual disk.
The author tried to find another HTML or WML browser but he only found
precompiled, closed source non-Java products dedicated to specific hardware platforms.
The EPOC emulator is compatible with any real hardware EPOC platform only on the
source level so any non-Java EPOC program must be recompiled to run on the
emulator. Because no palmtop hardware was available for the author he could use only
the original emulator’s HTML/WML browser.

3.5 Another unsuccessful solution
The basic solution of the problem was to write browser side application instead
of server side as it is shown on Figure 7 . The problem was that even simplest Java
applets run by the browser’s Java plug-in behave totally unstably hanging the emulator.
The Java Script language could not be used instead because it was unsupported by this
browser.
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Mobile gateway

TCP/IP
+
Ethernet

Information server

Mobile data protocol

Mobile interface

Local HTML data with
updating Java applet

HTML/WML Browser

EPOC powered
palmtop
Figure 7

User

Yet another detailed system structure

3.6 The final approach
The final solution was to write a Java program running concurrently with the
browser, being able to dynamically update locally stored HTML files with data
downloaded from Internet. It was necessary to design a new HTML tag to mark which
parts of an HTML file changes dynamically. The format of dynamic update files also
had to be developed. The maximal flexibility had to be taken into account. To improve
speed the option of downloading dynamic update files in the compressed form was
added.
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Figure 8

Final detailed system structure

3.7 New HTML tag
In the header (between <head> and </head> tags) of a dynamically updateable
HTML file a tag with the following format should appear:
<dynamic name=alias src=URL>
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src – Defines url from which dynamic update will be downloaded
name – Defines the alias for the dynamic update file and is optional. It was introduced
to allow easy change of the update’s url and to prevent a possible name clash if the
different update files have the same names of their records.
The part of an HTML file that should be updated must start with the following
opening tag:
<dr name=name>
and end with the following closing tag:
</dr>
name – States the name of the record in the dynamic update file that should be put
between the pair of dr tags. If the file has no assigned alias (with the dynamic tag) the
name consists only of the name of the record. Otherwise it consists of the alias and the
name of the record divided by the dot.
The dr tags must not be nested. Both the names of the records and the aliases
should consist only of letters and digits and are not case sensitive.

3.8 Format of the dynamic update files
The dynamic update file consists of one or more named records that should be
put between the proper pair of the dr tags in the updateable HTML file. The standard
extension of the name of such an update file is ‘dyn’ if they are not compressed and
‘dyn.gz’ if they are compressed.
Each record should begin with the following tag:
<dr name=name>
and end with:
</dr>
name – States the name of the record
The dynamic record itself should not contain any dr tags.
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3.9 Useful tricks
Apart from using techniques describe above there is one more thing that can be
done to have HTML/WML pages loaded quicker. The idea is simply to limit the size of
HTML/WML files by:
•

Removing unnecessary white spaces

•

Removing comments

•

Removing unnecessary HTML/WML tags or their parameters

•

Removing unnecessary pictures

•

Limiting numbers of bits per pixel in the pictures

•

Using space efficient formats of pictures

•

Not using any sounds or other multimedia type files

•

Removing any unnecessary web page contents
The other problem is the technique of marking parts of HTML/WML files as

dynamic. It is obvious that we should mark as small part of the file as possible and try
hard to limit the size of dynamic records. If there is some static data surrounded by
dynamic within one dynamic record we should split it to a number of records to exclude
the static part from them.
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4 Software development
4.1 Reloader
4.1.1 Purpose
This program is designed to repeatedly update static files specified by the user.
The user also specifies the period of time between subsequent updates. The program
works in the infinite loop until stopped by proper operating system signal.
Each updated text file is written as a temporary file with parts marked as
dynamic replaced with data downloaded from the network. The dr and dynamic tags
are simply detected in the text and proper action is done, these tags have higher priority
than HTML comments. After the successful update the original file is rewritten.
Dynamic update files can be downloaded in a compressed form. To achieve this
they must be earlier compressed with the gzip program [26].
For the purposes of the research the update time both of every single file and all
specified is measured.

4.1.2 User interface
The program has a quite simple command line interface. It requires following
parameters:
1) Time period between updating all specified files given in milliseconds
2) List of local files to update. If they are not located in the default directory the
full path to them must be provided.
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4.1.3 Applied methodology
To take advantage of the used programming language the object oriented
methodology was used. All the process of analysis and design together with the creation
of all necessary diagrams were done according to [27]. Due to the simplicity of the
program there was only one CASE tool used. It was javadoc [28] used to automatically
create documentation about classes, methods and fields on the base of comments
included in their source code.

4.1.4 Used libraries
Apart from classes included in Java standard library like:
•

URL – For downloading data from specified URL

•

HashMap – Hash table implementation

•

GZIPInputStream – Stream filter for reading compressed data in the GZIP
format

•

Various I/O classes [29]

the external logging facility package log4j was used [30].
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4.1.5 Class diagram

Figure 9

Reloader class diagram
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4.1.6 State transition diagram

Figure 10

Reloader state transition diagram
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4.1.7 Object diagram

Figure 11

Reloader object diagram
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4.1.8 Module diagram

Figure 12

Reloader module diagram

4.1.9 Javadoc documentation

4.1.9.1 Class Reloader
java.lang.Object
|
+--Reloader

public class Reloader
extends java.lang.Object
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Class for dynamical updating of locally stored html files.
usage: java Reloader n file file file ...
file - local file to update
n - time interval between uploading cycles in milliseconds

Inner Class Summary
Class Reloader.HTMLStreamTokenizer

Stream Tokenizer for tuned for HTML files

Field Summary
(package private) cReloader
static org.apache.log4j.Category
Root category
(package private) dynRecs
java.util.Hashtable
Table of

for log4j logger.

dynamic records.

Constructor Summary
(package Reloader()
private)
Only creates

new hash table.

Method Summary
Static void main(java.lang.String[] args)

Opens and copies files, measures time does reloading cycle.
private readDynData(java.lang.String src, java.lang.String name)
void
Reads remote dynamic update and stores read dynamic records in

dynRecs hash table.
private Update(java.io.InputStreamReader isr,
void java.io.PrintWriter out)

Updates locally stored file.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
, clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll,
registerNatives, toString, wait, wait, wait
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Field Detail
4.1.9.1.1 dynRecs
java.util.Hashtable dynRecs

Table of dynamic records.

4.1.9.1.2 cReloader
static org.apache.log4j.Category cReloader

Root category for log4j logger.

Constructor Detail
4.1.9.1.3 Reloader
Reloader()

Only creates new hash table.

Method Detail
4.1.9.1.4 readDynData
private void readDynData(java.lang.String src,
java.lang.String name)

Reads remote dynamic update and stores read dynamic records in dynRecs hash
table.
Parameters:
src - URL of dynamic update
name - Alias of dynamic update

4.1.9.1.5 Update
private void Update(java.io.InputStreamReader isr,
java.io.PrintWriter out)

Updates locally stored file.
Parameters:
isr - InputStreamReader associated with input file.
out - PrintWriter associated with output file

4.1.9.1.6 main
public static void main(java.lang.String[] args)

Opens and copies files, measures time does reloading cycle.
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4.1.9.2 util
Class Timer
java.lang.Object
|
+--util.Timer

public class Timer
extends java.lang.Object
Class for time measurement

Field Summary
private start
long
Number of

milliseconds between the ...

Constructor Summary
Timer()

Starts the timer

Method Summary
java.lang.String getFTime()
long getTime()
void reset()

Restarts the timer

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
, clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll,
registerNatives, toString, wait, wait, wait

Field Detail
4.1.9.2.1 start
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private long start

Number of milliseconds between midnight, January 1, 1970 and the start or
restart of the timer.

Constructor Detail
4.1.9.2.2 Timer
public Timer()

Starts the timer

Method Detail
4.1.9.2.3 reset
public void reset()

Restarts the timer

4.1.9.2.4 getTime
public long getTime()

Returns:
Measured time in milliseconds

4.1.9.2.5 getFTime
public java.lang.String getFTime()

Returns:
String with the formatted measured time

4.2 Downloader
4.2.1 Purpose
The purpose of the program was to measure the download time of binary or text
files from given URLs. It was written to measure the benefit from downloading only
dynamically changing parts of files instead of full ones.
The program can download specified by the user group of files. The user can
have the whole group downloaded specified number of times with specified time
interval between downloads.
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4.2.2 User interface
The very simple command line interface was used. The following options are
recognized:
•

-c n Number of times that the whole group of files must be downloaded
(default=1)

•

-d n Delay time in milliseconds after downloading the whole group
(default=1000 ms)

•

URL-file pairs specifying which URL to which file will be downloaded.

4.2.3 Applied methodology
The methodology and case tools were the same as used during development of
the previous Reloader application.

4.2.4 Used libraries
Classes and interfaces from the standard library [29]:
•

URL – Class for downloading data from a specified URL

•

Vector – Implementation of a dynamic, resizable array

•

Iterator – Public interface of an iterator over a collection

•

Various I/O classes

External classes:
•

Arguments – Utility for parsing command line arguments similar to Unix getopt
taken from the source code of Xerces Java 1 ver. 1.4.0 [31]

•

Classes from log4j logging facility package [30]

Reused classes from the previous application:
•

Timer – Class for the time measurement
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4.2.5 Class diagram

Figure 13

Downloader class diagram
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4.2.6 State transition diagram

Figure 14

Downloader state transition diagram

4.2.7 Object diagram

Figure 15

Downloader object diagram
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4.2.8 Module diagram

Figure 16

Downloader module diagram

4.2.9 Javadoc documentation

4.2.9.1 Class Downloader
java.lang.Object
|
+--Downloader

class Downloader
extends java.lang.Object
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Class for subsequent downloading of specified URL and measuring download time.
usage: java Downloader [options] uri file ...
Options can be followed by any number of uri-file pairs.
Options:
-d n Download all uri's every n milliseconds [default = 1000]
-c n Download uri n times [default=1]

Field Summary
(package private) cDownloader
static org.apache.log4j.Category
Root category

for log4j logger.

Constructor Summary
(package Downloader()
private)

Method Summary
private Download(java.lang.String uri, java.lang.String file)
static long
Downloads specified uri to given local file.
static void main(java.lang.String[] argv)

Parsing command-line parameters and doing downloading cycle.
Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object
, clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll,
registerNatives, toString, wait, wait, wait

Field Detail
4.2.9.1.1 cDownloader
static org.apache.log4j.Category cDownloader

Root category for log4j logger.

Constructor Detail
4.2.9.1.2 Downloader
Downloader()

Method Detail
4.2.9.1.3 Download
private static long Download(java.lang.String uri,
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java.lang.String file)

Downloads specified uri to given local file.
Parameters:
uri - String with the uri to download.
file - Name of the local file to which data will be downloaded.
Returns:
Number of downloaded bytes.

4.2.9.1.4 main
public static void main(java.lang.String[] argv)

Parsing command-line parameters and doing downloading cycle.
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5 Results
5.1 Testing methodology
To estimate if the approach of splitting data to the static and dynamic part makes
any sense it was necessary to develop a proper testing methodology.
The idea was to take some real life data, mark dynamic parts with designed tags
and extract dynamic updates. Then compare sizes and download times between
generated and original data.
Three bus timetables were generated using Derbyshire Journey Planer [32] as
an example of real life data. Then the graphics and textual data were extracted from
them and stored locally. The dynamic part of text files were marked using previously
developed HTML tags. It was assumed that dynamic part consists only of tables
containing bus departures. Then data marked as dynamic was extracted to dynamic
update files (DUFs). Their copy compressed with gzip [26] program was generated.
The theoretical test included comparison of size between original data, generated
static data with dynamic parts marked and generated DUFs (both in compressed and
uncompressed form). As far as the original and generated static data were concerned
both the size of purely HTML data and whole data including pictures were taken into
account.
The practical test included measuring the download time of original and
generated data. Then the time of dynamic update was measured. All times were
measured ten times and the average was counted to prevent temporary changes in the
network traffic affecting the results. In all cases the same remote HTTP server and the
local computer were used. At the beginning a very distant HTTP server was chosen but
it produced random results because of the influence of the network traffic. Using the
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HTTP server connected to the computer running the EPOC emulator by the Local Area
Network (LAN) solved the problem. The measured results were that time far more
deterministic however still affected by the traffic in LAN.

5.2 Theoretical test
In Table 2 there are data set sizes in bytes. It is worth noticing that for all data
sets the same set of images was used so in the Total row it was counted only once. The
size of the image set was 12,594 B.
Data

Original data

Generated static data

DUFs

set

Text

Text

(uncompr.) (compr.)

Images + Text

Images +

DUFs

Text
1

37,860 50,454

38,632

51,226

21,858

1,911

2

30,962 43,556

31,486

44,080

14,565

1,590

3

30,877 43,471

31,404

43,998

15,043

1,588

Total

99,699 112,293

101,522 114,116

51,466

5,089

Table 2

Size of data

Table 3 shows how much each of original data sets contains textual data. In the
Total row all images are counted only once.
Data set

Percents of text

1

75.04

2

71.08

3

71.03

Total

88.78

Table 3

Text percentage in data

In Table 4 are original to generated data ratios given in percents. In case of
static data firstly only the size of its textual part was compared with the size of the
textual part of original data, secondly the size of all static data was compared with the
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size of all original data including images. In case of DUFs firstly the size of DUFs was
compared with the size of the textual part of original data, then the size of DUFs was
compared with the size of all original data. It should be noticed that DUFs have only
textual part. Like in Table 2 in the Total row all used images were counted only once.
Data

Generated static

DUFs

set

data

(uncompressed) (compressed)

Text

Text +

Text

Images

DUFs

Text +

Text

Images

Text +
Images

1

102.03 101.61

57.73 43.32

5.05

3.79

2

101.69 101.20

47.04 33.44

5.14

3.65

3

101.71 101.21

48.72 34.60

5.14

3.65

Total

101.83 101.62

51.62 45.83

5.10

4.53

Table 4

Data size ratios

5.3 Practical test
For the purposes of the mentioned earlier practical test the following hardware
and software were used:
•

Two PC computers with Ms Windows 95 operating system connected with LAN
based on 10 Mbps Ethernet

•

EPOC Emulator running on one of them

•

Apache HTTP Server [33] running on another
In Figure 17 there is a screenshot of the EPOC emulator running the web

browser with one of sample traffic data sets loaded.
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Figure 17

Screenshot of the emulator window with test data displayed

Practical test included following steps (each of them were repeated 10 times and
included time measurement):
1) Downloading all images form the HTTP server with Download application
2) Downloading original data
3) Downloading generated static data (original data with static parts marked)
4) Updating static data with Reloader application (DUFs were downloaded from
HTTP server in the uncompressed version)
5) The same as in previous point but the compressed version of DUFs was
downloaded.
Measured times are presented in Table 5 ,Table 6 and Table 7 ; they are given in
seconds. In DUFs column download times for dynamic update files are given while in
Update time column are times of update process for each data set.
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Images
Data set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average
Average
with
Images
Total
Total with
Images
Table 5

19.94
8.78
9.05
8.89
8.08
8.78
9.3
9.07
8.84
8.79
9.952

Original
1
2
43.39
36.8
65.97
48.28
72
54.21
41.3
34.06
41.63
34.44
41.31
40.48
42.24
33.34
47.12
33.23
40.86
40.26
43.23
34.66
47.905 38.976
57.857
122.352

48.928

3
35.98
42.79
34.22
35.53
34.33
34.82
34.93
34.49
34.06
33.56
35.471

1
46.63
54.92
74.26
40.48
56.8
41.42
61.73
40.65
48.22
40.37
50.548

45.423

60.5
124.867

132.304

Static
2
51.96
33.07
33.01
49.7
54.59
34.11
33.07
33.01
36.47
33.12
39.211

3
45.92
33.01
33.12
32.96
34.17
33.56
32.95
39.6
32.84
32.95
35.108

49.163

45.06

134.819

Retrieval times of original and static data

Data set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average
Total
Table 6

DUFs (uncompressed)
1
2
3
29.82
8.13
7.91
19.28
6.04
6.32
18.18
5.99
6.09
16.32
5.87
6.1
16.26
5.99
6.04
20.82
5.93
6.1
16.31
6.04
6.04
16.31
6.32
6.04
16.31
5.93
5.99
16.31
5.93
6.1
18.592
6.217
6.273
31.082

Update time (uncompressed)
1
2
3
35.87
12.36
12.19
24.55
10.32
10.6
23.45
10.22
10.44
21.59
10.22
10.33
21.64
10.27
10.27
26.36
10.16
10.38
21.58
10.38
10.27
21.58
11.2
10.33
21.58
10.16
10.21
21.64
10.11
10.43
23.984
10.54
10.545
45.069

Retrieval and update times of uncompressed DUFs

Data set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

DUFs (compressed)
1
2
3
27.03
7.91
7.91
19.12
6.04
6.1
16.48
6.2
6.97
18.45
6.1
6.21
15.98
5.88
6.15
16.47
5.77
5.71
14.99
5.66
5.71
15.32
5.66
5.82
15.99
5.61
6.09
15.43
5.66
5.66
45

Update time (compressed)
1
2
3
32.3
12.19
12.08
24.38
10.33
10.27
22.57
10.38
12.09
24.05
10.43
10.44
21.8
10.82
10.43
22.03
10.16
9.88
20.32
10.06
10.05
20.59
9.88
10.11
21.26
9.89
10.54
20.87
9.89
9.94

Average
Total
Table 7

17.526
29.808

6.049

6.233

23.017
44.003

10.403

10.583

Retrieval and update times of compressed DUFs

In Table 8 and Table 9 are original to generated data ratios given in percents.
The average timings were compared for each data set separately and in Total row
overall timings for all used data sets.
Generated Static
Data
Set
1
2
3
Total
Table 8

Update time (uncompressed)

Text
Text+Images
Text
Text+Images
105.5172
104.568159 38.81015
32.13440033
100.6029
100.480298 15.95084
12.70642577
98.97663
99.2008454 17.68487
13.81018427
102.0555
101.900925 25.40375
23.49286492
Download and update time ratios – part 1

Data Set

Table 9

DUFs (uncompressed)

DUFs (compressed)
Text
Text+Images
1
36.58491
30.29192665
2
15.51981
12.36306409
3
17.5721
13.72212315
Total
24.3625
22.52993107
Download and update time ratios – part 2

Text
Text+Images
13.09466653 10.84224899
61.53530378 49.01896664
29.71441459 23.20410365
36.83552373 34.06472971

Update time (compressed)
Text
Text+Images
48.0471767
39.7825674
26.6907841
21.2618542
29.8356404
23.2987693
35.964267
33.2590096

5.4 Discussion
The above tests show that by adding designed tags to the static data we only
increase its size very slightly (about 1.62 %). On the other hand the dynamic part
extracted form original data is about half of its size (45.83 %). However contrary to
what cold be expected the download time of uncompressed DUFs is above four times
shorter than of original data (23.49 %). Even if we take into account time necessary to
do all operations connected with merging downloaded DUFs with static data the results
are satisfactory. The most shocking fact is that downloading compressed DUFs was
only on average 0.92 % faster than uncompressed ones, while the size of compressed
DUFs was only 9.88% of the size of uncompressed ones. The only reasonable
explanation would be that the download time was not only influenced by the network
speed but also by the computational speed of the computers running Reloader
application and the HTTP server. What makes it more convincing is that because of
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streaming (data was being processed concurrently with its retrieval) downloading time
included time spent on the decompression.
The important fact to notice is that pictures are a small part of data (11.22 %).
So the attitude in which images are treated as the only static part makes no sense. In the
used data sets all HTML files were referring to the same set of pictures what is a very
sensible solution. However we could imagine a situation in which pictures themselves
contain some dynamic data. In that case its possible to have them repeatedly
downloaded by for example the developed Downloader application. Of course a
solution in which pictures are considered dynamic should be avoided if possible
because it would inevitably increase the size of dynamic data.
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6 Conclusion
6.1 Limitations of developed applications
The developed applications have some obvious disadvantages. First of all they
were tested only on the software emulator and there is no evidence that they will work
correctly on a target hardware platform. However theoretically the developed
applications should work with all EPOC palmtops supporting Java technology having
PCMCIA slots and PCMCIA communication devices understanding AT commands.
According to Psion’s web pages [34] these palmtops include at least:
•

Psion Series 5mx

•

Psion netBook

Another problem is that Java Virtual Machine (JVM) works slowly on a
powerful desktop computer. The big question is how does it deal with limited resources
of a palmtop. There is a possibility that it would be better to write such an application in
a language that compiles to hardware specific binaries.

6.2 Advantages of the applied attitude
The above test show that splitting the HTML/WML data to static and dynamic
parts can lead to a serious savings in the number of bytes transferred during updating
information. It always causes shortening of information retrieval and depending on the
network operator’s pricing policy savings in usage costs. It is also obvious that the same
affects developed techniques of limiting the size of HTML/WML files and marking
dynamic parts of them.
As far as the compression of transferred data is concerned it always decreases
the amount of transferred information but does not have to minimise the retrieval time.
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The influence of the data compression on the transfer speed depends on the
computational power of used devices if the compression/decompression takes place
during the transfer. However both of these processes can be done offline. Before
implementing compression in the communication software it must be also checked if
the used communication hardware and software already use any compression and if so
what is its quality.

6.3 Disadvantages of the applied attitude
The above discussion about financial aspect of accessing remote data from a
mobile device can very soon become outdated. Firstly because the prices of mobile
communication services are constantly decreasing and all GSM network operators are
frequently changing their pricing policy. Such a pricing policy can also vary drastically
between different network operators.
Secondly the way in which network operator charges its users for different
mobile services is usually loosely related to the operator’s costs. So if information
services described above were provided by a network operator or in the cooperation
with him, he would be able to adjust his pricing policy to make these services bearable
for an average user.

6.4 Further work
The further work on this area should involve some tests made on a real palmtop
computer with the suitable communication hardware. According to results of these tests
further development efforts should be made.
The possibility of harnessing third generation telephony should be also
investigated. It should be done as quickly as a suitable hardware and a mobile network
infrastructure will be available and a telecommunication companies’ policy towards it
revealed.
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The Bluetooth protocol could be used for downloading static data. However
there is still no official Java API offered for Bluetooth or any Bluetooth support by
EPOC itself or its implementation for Psion computers. Therefore at first a proper Java
framework should be developed using Java Native Interface (JNI) [35, 36].
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A. Apendix A Project Description
The main purpose of the project is to create a configuration of wireless
communication devices capable of interpreting "static" and "dynamic" data, i.e. data
which are relatively static are read once only and data which change often are delivered
frequently on request.
The main idea behind the project is to investigate the possibilities for reducing
the time for wireless devices to download given web page. This aim will be achieved
through exploring the benefits of using new software system architecture for retrieving
web information. The architecture combines the computational power of hand-held
devices (e.g. PSION) with the communication facilities of the mobile phone devices
(e.g. Nokia or Erricson mobile phone). The benefits of such approach are:
1) Reducing the cost of web information retrieval by reducing the time for using
the mobile connection.
2) Improving

the

responsiveness

and

user-friendliness

of

the

software

configuration.
The project involves investigation of an architecture in which the hand-held
device will be running a simple copy of the web server software. In addition an
WAP-enabled web browser will run on the device and retrieve information (possibly in
WAP format, but not exclusively) about a topic area chosen in advance. The viability of
this approach will be demonstrated through creating a prototype of the system in the
domain area of real-time urban traffic information systems.
There are several main areas to research:

A.1 Software availability.
It is very important to identify the possible building blocks in the architecture of
the system as early on as possible. On one hand the amount of development work
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depends enormously on the choice of software development tools. On the other hand the
software must be flexible enough to allow easy additions or alterations. The research
will concern both the programming language development tools and free source web
servers availability and computational power required.

A.2 Choice of wireless protocol and web page structure.
The investigation at this point will concentrate on identifying the most
appropriate way of identifying the static and dynamic data identification within the
page. The possibility of creating new WML tag will be investigated.

A.3 Hardware availability.
It is important for the project to identify the possible connectivity between the
hand-held devices with (relatively) high computational power and the communication
devices (such as mobile phones or data cards). At the same time it is important to
explore the possible protocols that can be used within the identified configuration
because not all communication devices can support all protocols. One more
consideration must be taken into account while identifying the hardware requirements emulation

software

availability
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and

reliability.

B. Apendix B Reloader source code
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

util.Timer;
java.io.*;
java.util.Hashtable;
java.net.URL;
java.util.zip.GZIPInputStream;
org.apache.log4j.Category;
org.apache.log4j.BasicConfigurator;

/**
*Class for dynamical updating of locally stored html files.<br><br>
*usage: <b>java Reloader n file file file ...</b><br><br>
*<b>file</b> - local file to update<br>
*<b>n</b>
- time interval between uploading cycles in
milliseconds<br>
*@author Bartosz Wietrzyk <unicorn@zeus.polsl.gliwice.pl>
*@version 1.00
*/
public class Reloader {
/**
*Stream Tokenizer for tuned for HTML files
*/
public class HTMLStreamTokenizer extends StreamTokenizer {
/**
*Specifies a character <b>ch</b> as a word constituent.
*/
public void wordChar(int ch) {
wordChars(ch,ch);
}
/**
*Calls constructor of parent class and configures tokenizer
*for use with HTML files.
*/
HTMLStreamTokenizer(Reader r) {
super(r);
slashSlashComments(false);
slashStarComments(false);
ordinaryChar(' ');
ordinaryChar('\t');
ordinaryChar('\r');
ordinaryChar('\n');
ordinaryChars('0','9');
wordChars('0','9');
wordChar('_');
wordChar('/');
wordChar(',');
wordChar('.');
wordChar(':');
wordChar('!');
wordChar('~');
}
}
/**
*Table of dynamic records.
*/
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Hashtable dynRecs;
/**
*Root category for log4j logger.
*/
static Category cReloader = Category.getInstance("Reloader");
/**
*Only creates new hash table.
*/
Reloader() {
dynRecs = new Hashtable();
}
/**
*Reads remote dynamic update and stores read dynamic records
*in dynRecs hash table.
*@param src URL of dynamic update
*@param name Alias of dynamic update
*/
private void readDynData(String src, String name) {
//Setting up loging facility
Category cRDD = Category.getInstance("Reloader.readDynData");
//Fixing alias
Timer timer = new Timer();
if (name.length()>0) name=name+".";
src=src.trim();
try {
cRDD.info("Opening URL: "+src+" as symbol "+name);
//Opening URL
URL url = new URL(src);
InputStreamReader isr;
if(src.toLowerCase().endsWith(".gz")) {
cRDD.info("Compressed data");
GZIPInputStream gzip = new GZIPInputStream(url.openStream());
isr = new InputStreamReader(gzip);
}
else {
cRDD.info("Uncompressed data");
isr = new InputStreamReader(url.openStream());
}
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
HTMLStreamTokenizer in = new HTMLStreamTokenizer(br);
//Initializing parser's state
boolean dynData = false;
final
final
final
final
final
final

int
int
int
int
int
int

S_TEXT = 0;
S_TAG_UNKNOWN = 1;
S_TAG_DYN_OPENING = 2;
S_TAG_DYN_OPENING_NAME = 3;
S_TAG_DYN_CLOSING = 4;
S_TAG_NON_DYN = 5;

int State = S_TEXT;
String lName = "";
String lRec = "";
//Looking for "DR" tags in text and handling them
in.nextToken();
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while (in.ttype != StreamTokenizer.TT_EOF) {
switch(in.ttype) {
case StreamTokenizer.TT_WORD :
if(dynData && ((State==S_TEXT)||(State==S_TAG_NON_DYN)))
lRec+=in.sval;
else if((State==S_TAG_DYN_OPENING) &&
(in.sval.toUpperCase().equals("NAME")))
State=S_TAG_DYN_OPENING_NAME;
else if(State==S_TAG_DYN_OPENING_NAME)
lName=in.sval.toLowerCase();
else if(State==S_TAG_UNKNOWN) {
if(in.sval.toUpperCase().equals("DR")) State =
S_TAG_DYN_OPENING;
else if(in.sval.toUpperCase().equals("/DR"))
State=S_TAG_DYN_CLOSING;
else {
State = S_TAG_NON_DYN;
lRec=lRec+"<"+in.sval;
}
}
break;
case ' ' : case '\t' : case '\r' : case '\n' :
if(dynData) lRec+=(char)in.ttype;
break;
case '"' : case '\'' :
if(dynData && ((State==S_TEXT)||(State==S_TAG_NON_DYN)))
lRec=lRec+(char)in.ttype+in.sval+(char)in.ttype;
else if(State == S_TAG_DYN_OPENING_NAME) {
lName=in.sval;
State = S_TAG_DYN_OPENING;
}
break;
default:
if((char)in.ttype=='<') State=S_TAG_UNKNOWN;
else if(dynData && ((State==S_TEXT)||(State==S_TAG_NON_DYN)))
lRec+=(char)in.ttype;
else if((char)in.ttype=='>') {
if((State==S_TAG_DYN_OPENING)||(State==S_TAG_DYN_OPENING_NAME)) {
dynData=true;
State=S_TEXT;
}
else if(State==S_TAG_NON_DYN) State=S_TEXT;
else if(State==S_TAG_DYN_CLOSING) {
if(lName.length()>0) dynRecs.put(name+lName,lRec);
dynData=false;
State=S_TEXT;
lName="";
lRec="";
}
}
}
//Picking up a next token
in.nextToken();
}
//Closing files
br.close();
isr.close();

}
catch (IOException e ){
cRDD.error("URL access error: "+e.getMessage());
}
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}

cRDD.info("Loading lasted: "+timer.getFTime());

/**
*Updates locally stored file.
*@param isr InputStreamReader associated with input file.
*@param out PrintWriter associated with output file
*/
private void Update(InputStreamReader isr, PrintWriter out) {
//Setting up loging facility
Category cUpdate = Category.getInstance("Reloader.Update");
try {
//Setting up the StreamTokenizer
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
HTMLStreamTokenizer in = new HTMLStreamTokenizer(br);
//Initialization of parser's states.
String lName="";
String lSrc="";
String lTag="";
boolean dynData=false;
final int
final int
final int
final int
int State
them

S_TEXT = 0;
S_TAG = 2;
S_TAG_NAME = 3;
S_TAG_SRC = 4;
= S_TEXT;

//Looking for "DR" and "DYNAMIC" tokens in text and handling

in.nextToken();
while (in.ttype != StreamTokenizer.TT_EOF) {
switch(in.ttype) {
case StreamTokenizer.TT_WORD :
if(!dynData) out.write(in.sval);
if(State == S_TAG) {
if(lTag.length()==0) lTag=in.sval;
else if(in.sval.toUpperCase().equals("NAME"))
State=S_TAG_NAME;
else if(in.sval.toUpperCase().equals("SRC"))
State=S_TAG_SRC;
}
else if(State == S_TAG_NAME) {
lName=in.sval;
State = S_TAG;
}
else if(State == S_TAG_SRC) {
lSrc=in.sval;
State = S_TAG;
}
break;
case ' ' : case '\t' : case '\r' : case '\n' :
if(!dynData) out.write((char)in.ttype);
break;
case '"' : case '\'' :
if(!dynData)
out.write((char)in.ttype+in.sval+(char)in.ttype);
if(State == S_TAG_NAME) {
lName=in.sval;
State = S_TAG;
}
else if(State == S_TAG_SRC) {
lSrc=in.sval;
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State = S_TAG;
}
break;
default:
if(!dynData) out.write((char)in.ttype);
if(in.ttype=='<') {
State=S_TAG;
lName="";
lSrc="";
lTag="";
}
if((State==S_TAG)&&(in.ttype=='>')) {
State=S_TEXT;
if(lTag.toUpperCase().equals("/DR")&&(dynData)) {
dynData=false;
out.write("</DR> ");
}
else if(lTag.toUpperCase().equals("DYNAMIC")) {
readDynData(lSrc, lName);
}
else if(lTag.toUpperCase().equals("DR")) {
if(dynRecs.containsKey(lName.toLowerCase())) {
dynData=true;
out.write((String)dynRecs.get(lName.toLowerCase()));
}
else cUpdate.error("Dynamic record "+lName+" not found.");
}
}
}
//Picking up a next token.
in.nextToken();
}
//Closing buffered reader
br.close();
}
catch (IOException e) {
cUpdate.error("IOException : "+e.getMessage());
}
}
/**
*Opens and copies files, measures time does reloading cycle.
*/
public static void main(String args[]) {
//Setting up loging facility
BasicConfigurator.configure();
Category cMain = Category.getInstance("Reloader.main");
//Name of temp file
final String temp="temp.html";
long interval=0;
//Parsing command lie parameters
if(args.length<2) {
cMain.fatal("Give time interval and files to update as
parameters");
System.exit(0);
}
try {
interval = Long.parseLong(args[0]);
}
catch (NumberFormatException e) {
cMain.fatal("Give time interval and files to update as
parameters");
System.exit(1);
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}
Reloader myR = new Reloader();
Timer timer = new Timer();
Timer cycleTimer = new Timer();
//Here is the reloading cycle
while(true){
//Restarting cycle timer
cycleTimer.reset();
//Updationg every of specified files
for(int i=1;i<args.length;i++) {
try {
//Opening local static file
cMain.info("Opening file: "+args[i]);
FileInputStream fis = new FileInputStream(args[i]);
InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(fis);
//Opening temporary file
FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream(temp,false);
PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(fos);
//Restarting update timer
timer.reset();
//Updating
myR.Update(isr,out);
//Reporting update time
cMain.info("Update lasted: "+timer.getFTime());
//Closing files
isr.close();
fis.close();
out.close();
fos.close();
//Opening temporary file as an input file
fis = new FileInputStream(temp);
BufferedInputStream in = new BufferedInputStream(fis);
//Opening updated local static file as output
fos = new FileOutputStream(args[i],false);
out = new PrintWriter(fos);
int c = in.read();
//Overwriting old local static file with contents
//of the temporary file
while(c!=-1) {
out.write((char) c);
c=in.read();
}
//Closing files
out.close();
fos.close();
in.close();
fis.close();

}
catch (IOException e) {
cMain.error("IOException : "+e.getMessage());
}
}
//Reporting cycle time
cMain.info("Cycle time: "+cycleTimer.getFTime());
try {
cMain.info("Sleeping for "+interval+" milliseconds.");
//Sleeping for given by user period of time
Thread.sleep(interval);
}
catch (InterruptedException e) {
cMain.error("InterruptedException : "+e.getMessage());
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}
}

}

}

C. Apendix C Downloader source code
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

util.Arguments;
util.Timer;
java.io.*;
java.net.URL;
java.util.Vector;
org.apache.log4j.Category;
org.apache.log4j.BasicConfigurator;

/**
*Class for subsequent downloading of specified URL and measuring
download time.<br><br>
*usage: <b>java Downloader [options] uri file ...</b><br><br>
*Options can be followed by any number of uri-file pairs.<br>
*<br>
*Options:<br>
*<b> -d n</b> Download all uri's every n milliseconds [default =
1000]<br>
*<b> -c n</b> Download uri n times [default=1]<br>
*@author Bartosz Wietrzyk <unicorn@zeus.polsl.gliwice.pl>
*@version 1.00
*/
class Downloader {
/**
*Root category for log4j logger.
*/
static Category cDownloader = Category.getInstance("Downloader");
/**
*Downloads sepcified uri to given local file.
*@param uri String with the uri to download.
*@param file Name of the local file to which data will be
downloaded.
*@return Number of downloaded bytes.
*/
private static long Download(String uri, String file) {
//Setting up loging facility
Category cDownload = Category.getInstance("Downloader.Download");
long counter = 0;
try {
//Openning URI stream
URL url = new URL(uri);
DataInputStream URLdis = new DataInputStream(url.openStream());
//Opening file sitream
FileOutputStream Fos = new FileOutputStream(file);
DataOutputStream Fdos = new DataOutputStream(Fos);
byte b;
//Downloading data
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try {
while(true) {
b=URLdis.readByte();
Fdos.writeByte(b);
counter++;
}
}
catch (EOFException e) {
Fos.close();
}

}

}
catch (IOException e) {
cDownload.error("Error downloading "+uri+" : "+e.getMessage());
}
return counter;

/**
*Parsing command-line parameters and doing downloading cycle.
*/
public static void main(String argv[]) {
//Setting up logingfacility
BasicConfigurator.configure();
Category cMain = Category.getInstance("Downloader.main");
//Setting defaulits
int count = 1; //Number of download cycles
long delay = 1000; //Delay between repetitions of downloading
cycle
//Parsing command-line arguments
Arguments argopt = new Arguments();
argopt.setUsage( new String[] {
"usage: java Downloader (options) uri file ...","",
"options:",
" -d n Download all uri's every n milliseconds [default =
1000]",
" -c n Download uri n times [default=1]",
});
if(argv.length == 0) {
argopt.printUsage();
System.exit(1);
}
Vector uris = new Vector();
String arg;
int c;
argopt.parseArgumentTokens(argv, new char[] {'d','c'});
while ( (c = argopt.getArguments()) != -1 ){
switch(c) {
case 'c':
try {
count = Integer.parseInt(argopt.getStringParameter());
}
catch (NumberFormatException e) {
argopt.printUsage();
System.exit(1);
}
break;
case 'd':
try {
delay = Long.parseLong(argopt.getStringParameter());
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}
catch (NumberFormatException e) {
argopt.printUsage();
System.exit(1);
}
break;
}

}
while ( ( arg = argopt.getlistFiles() ) != null )
uris.addElement(arg);
//Doing a download cycle
Timer cycleTimer = new Timer();
long counter;
long cCounter;
for(int i=0; i<count; i++) {
cycleTimer.reset();
cCounter=0;
int size = uris.size();
//Downloading each of specified files
for(int j=0; j<size; j+=2) {
String uri =(String) uris.elementAt(j);
if (j+1<size) {
String file = (String) uris.elementAt(j+1);
cMain.info("Downloading :"+uri+" to file: "+file);
Timer dTimer = new Timer();
counter = Download(uri,file);
cCounter+=counter;
cMain.info(uri+" downloaded in "+dTimer.getFTime()+"
("+counter+" bytes)");
}
}
cMain.info("Cycle time: "+cycleTimer.getFTime()+" ("+cCounter+"
bytes donloaded)");
try {
cMain.info("Sleeping for "+delay+" milliseconds.");
Thread.sleep(delay);
}
catch (InterruptedException e) {
cMain.error("InterruptedException : "+e.getMessage());
}
}
}
}
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D. Apendix D Timer class source code
package util;
import java.lang.Long;
/**
*Class for time measurement
*@author Bartosz Wietrzyk <unicorn@zeus.polsl.gliwice.pl>
*@version 1.00
*/
public class Timer {
/**
*Number of milliseconds between midnight, January 1, 1970 and the
start or restart of timer.
*/
private long start;
/**
*Starts the timer
*/
public Timer() {
reset();
}
/**
*Restarts the timer
*/
public void reset() {
start = System.currentTimeMillis();
}
/**
*@return Measured time in milliseconds
*/
public long getTime() {
return System.currentTimeMillis()-start;
}
/**
*@return String with the formated measured time
*/
public String getFTime() {
long period = getTime();
long hrs, min, sec, mil;
mil = period % 1000;
period -= mil;
period /= 1000;
sec = period % 60;
period -= sec;
period /= 60;
min = period % 60;
period -= min;
period /= 60;
hrs = period;
String milS = Long.toString(mil);
while(milS.length() < 3) milS = "0"+milS;
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String answer =
Long.toString(hrs)+":"+Long.toString(min)+":"+Long.toString(sec)+"."+m
ilS;
return answer;
}
}
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